Proof. The proof is trivial; edges which must lie inside the cycle will be colored with first color and the edges which lie outside with the second color.
Let r denote the class of Hamiltonian graphs which have a simple cycle of odd length for a graph of overlappings, and have no vertices of degree 2.
COROLLARY.
Each graph from r is nonplanar. Remark 1. KS and K3,3 belong to r (see Fig. 1 ). FIGURE 1 LEMMA.
Any graph from r contains a subgraph homeomorphic to K5 or k3 , Proof. It is easy to see that any graph L from r contains another Hamiltonian cycle: The latter passes through all bridges of L and may be through some edges of the original cycle (see Fig. 2 ). Two edges of the first cycle that do not belong to the new one overlap (with respect to the new Hamiltonian cycle) iff they are not adjacent. But if we find three pairwise overlapped bridges (with respect to any cycle) we obtain a homeomorph of &,3 . So if a graph L from r has three pairwise disjoint edges which do not belong to the new cycle, then it contains a subgraph homeomorphic to K 3,3 . But if L has not such a triple, then L can be only KS . ProoJ: Let L be critical nonplanar graph; it means that after deleting any edge of L (without its end points) we obtain a planar graph. To prove the theorem it therefore suffices to prove that L contains a subgraph homeomorphic to a graph from the class I'.
We assume that L has no vertices of degree 2. Evidently, L has no multiple edges and L is a block, because if L is not a block, then all its blocks are planar, so L is also planar.
Let C be a cycle in L of maximum length and X a set of vertices lying on this cycle. Consider a subgraph of L induced by vertices not from X. We call a piece of L (with respect to C) any connected component of this subgraph with the addition of all edges incident to vertices of the component and their end points. An edge of L whose end points are in X is also a piece.
Let L, , L, ,..., LI, be the pieces. For a piece Li consider a set of vertices Ei _C X of this piece lying on C. Consider a hypergraph G, whose vertex set is X and whose edges are all the edges of the cycle C and the sets Ei , i = 1, 2 ,..., k. G is a Hamiltonian hypergraph with a Hamiltonian cycle C.
Clear, that for any i = 1, 2 ,..., k, / Ei ( 2 2 and vi Ei = X. Two consecutive vertices of a cycle C do not belong to the same Ei , because if they do, then they can be connected by a path with all edges from Li, and L would have a longer cycle. So k > 2. Let us note that for any i = 1, 2,..., k a graph C v Li is planar; really, C U Li is obtained from L after deleting the edges of other pieces. A hypergraph G is nonplanar because if it were planar then we could represent it on the plane and imbed each piece Li into the 2-cell representing an edge Ei ; this is impossible, for L is nonplanar.
Therefore, H(G) is not bichromatic. After deleting any edge Es we obtain a planar hypergraph. So H(G) is critical not bichromatic, i.e., H(G) is simply an odd cycle.
If for all i, 1 Ei j = 2 we are finished. In fact, in each Li we can take a path connecting the vertices from Ei , and these paths together with C constitue the homeomorph of the graph from r.
We can assume that the pieces are numbered so that Ei overlaps Etml and &I (6, = & > Et,, = -4).
Orient the edges of C in a cyclic fashion, and let [x, ~1 denote the set of vertices of the oriented path from x to y along C. Denote also (x, y] = [x, vl\C4 [x3 JJ> = k YI\~J~~ and (x3 Y> = (x9 YIKYI.
Suppose that / Ei j > 3 for some i; with no loss of generality we can assume that 1 El j > 3. Let El = (x1 , x2 ,..., xt> and this order of the vertices of El coinsides with the order of these vertices on C.
For any vertex x E Ei the subset Ei\{x} does not overlap one of the edges K1 or Ei+l , for if it does, then we can delete some edges of Li incident to x from L and the remaining graph will be nonplanar. So any proper subset of EC does not overlap Expl or E,+l .
That Fig. 3 ). So, one of them, say E, , is contained in two of these sets, say FIGURE 3 It is clear that x1 E E2 ; otherwise E2 would not overlap El . If x2, xQ E ES then El C E2 and EI, overlapps E, as well and it means that k = 3. If / E3 1 > 3, then a 2-element subset of E3 overlaps both El and E, and this contradicts our above remark. If / ES 1 = 2, then E2 contains consecutive vertices of C. So El $ E, In this case E2 is not contained in the third set [x3 , x.J and it means that Ek C [x, , xJ. It is evident that / E, / = 2 for consecutive vertices of C do not belong to E2 . So is El, . Clearly, E, = {x, , x'} where x' E (x2, x3). It is easy to see that E, and Ek overlap because Ek touches both sets [x3 , x1) and (x1 , x2]. So k = 3 and we obtain the hypergraph depicted in Fig. 3 . In this case we can easily find a homeomorph of K3,3 in L: Take a vertex in L, connected with x1 , x, and x, by three disjoint paths. This completes the proof.
One can observe that in the latter case (Fig. 3) the length of the cycle C in L can be increased.
Remark 2. In comparison with the classical proofs of [I] or [2] of the theorem our proof is constructive. It shows how to find K5 or K3,3 in a nonplanar graph. As in [3] , a simple algorithm for planarity testing can be based on this proof. It is unnecessary for the cycle C to be of maximum length; only the consecutive vertices of this cycle must not lie in the same piece.
